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Abstract
In this paper, we study the viability of having a fermionDarkMatter particle below the TeVmass scale
in connection to the neutrinomass generationmechanism. The simplest realisation is achievedwithin
the scotogenicmodel where neutrinomasses are generated at the 1-loop level. Hence, we consider the
casewhere the darkmatter particle is the lightest 2-oddMajorana fermion running in the neutrino
mass loop.We assume that lepton number is broken dynamically due to a lepton number carrier
scalar singlet which acquires a non-zero vacuum expectation value. In the present scenario theDark
Matter particles can annihilate via t- and s-channels. The latter arises from themixing between the
new scalar singlet and theHiggs doublet.We identify three differentDarkMattermass regions below
1 TeV that can account for the right amount of darkmatter abundance in agreementwith current
experimental constraints.We compute theDarkMatter-nucleon spin-independent scattering cross-
section andfind that themodel predicts spin-independent cross-sections ‘naturally’ dwelling below
the current limit on direct detection searches ofDarkMatter particles reported byXENON1T.

1. Introduction

The observed fundamental particles as well as their interactions via the strong and electroweak forces are well
described under the StandardModel (SM) picture. However, the SMpredictsmassless neutrinos contradicting
neutrino oscillation experiments which indicate that atmost one active neutrino can bemassless [1–6]. In
addition, so far there is no experimental evidence on the exactmechanism chosen by nature to generate neutrino
masses. In this regard, themost popular idea to circumvent thismismatch between the SMand neutrino
oscillation data is to assume that neutrinos areMajorana particles and invoke the so-called seesawmechanism
[7–12]. Furthermore, the SMdoes not provide a candidate to account for the darkmatter (DM) relic abundance
in theUniverse. The darkmatter constitutes about 80%of thematter content of theUniverse and its presence is
strongly supported by observational evidence atmultiple scales, through gravitational effects, its role in structure
formation and influence in the features of the CosmicMicrowave Background (CMB). By looking at the CMB
and other observables, the Planck collaboration has put the following limit on the darkmatter relic abundance
[13],

( )W = h 0.1200 0.0012 at 68% C.L. 1c
2

Theoretically, it is very tempting to think that theDMsector and neutrinomass generationmechanism are
linked. This connection appears naturally when the neutrinomasses are generated at the loop level [14]. In such
scenarios, the smallness of the neutrinomasses is due to a loop suppression and the additional particles carry a
non-trivial charge under an unbroken symmetry which is responsible forDMstability. The simplest idea in this
regard is the so-called Scotogenicmodel [14], where the neutrinomasses are generated at the 1-loop level. In this
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model, theDMcandidate happens to be the lightest particle running inside the loopwith an odd charge under a
2 discrete symmetry. It could be either bosonic, a CP-even (odd) scalar, or fermionic, a heavyMajorana
particle. The strong connection betweenDMandneutrinomass generation has driven novel studies within this
context [15, 16] as well as new variants [17].

Here we have considered the case where the neutrinomass is generated after the spontaneous breaking of
lepton number in the Scotogenicmodel [18] leading to the existence of theMajoron, J, a physical Nambu–
Goldstone boson [19, 11]. As a consequence, an invisibleHiggs decay channel opens up contributing to its total
decaywidth [20–23]. On top of that, in thismodel there are twoDMannihilation channels when theDM is a
Majorana fermion.One ismediated by 2-odd particles (t-channel) [24] and the other one (s-channel) [18, 25]
coming from themixing between the scalar singlet and the SMmodelHiggs after the spontaneous breaking of
lepton number and electroweak symmetries. The latter helps to explainDM relic abundance in theUniverse for
DMmasses below the TeV region.

We organized the paper as follows: we introduce themodel in the next section. All the constraints used in our
analysis are given in section 3.We describe how the analysis ismade andwe present our results in section 4.
Finally, we conclude in section 5.

2. Themodel

Weconsider amodel where a scalar singletσ, a SU(2)L scalar doublet ηwith hypercharge 1/2, and three
generations ofMajorana fermionsNi (with i=1, 2, 3) are added to StandardModel. It is assumed that the scalar
doublet η=(η+, η0)T and theMajorana fermions have an odd charge under an unbroken discrete 2

symmetry. This setup can be seen as an extension of the Scotogenicmodel [14]. Hence, the lightest 2-odd
particle turns out to be a stableDMcandidate. Furthermore, we consider the case where themasses of the heavy
Majorana fermions are dynamically generatedwhen the scalar singlet gets a vacuumexpectation value sá ñ. This
requires that the scalar singletσ has a non-trivial charge under lepton number and is responsible of the neutrino
mass generation after spontaneous symmetry breaking. The particle content and charge assignments of the
model are shown in table 1.

Considering the particle content and additional symmetries, the renormalizable ( )Ä Ä USM 1 L 2

invariant Lagrangian for leptons is given by:

ℓ¯ ¯ ˜ ¯ ( )ℓ h s- É F + + +n Y L Y L N Y N N
1

2
h.c ., 2ij i R ij i j ij

N
i jY
c

j

where h̃ t h= i 2 *, ℓ( )n=L ,i L L
T

i i
with i, j= e, μ and τ. The scalarfields
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denote the usual SMHiggs doublet and the inert doublet respectively. On the other hand, the scalar potential of
themodel reads
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For simplicity, the dimensionless parametersλi (with i=1,K, 8) in the last equation are assumed to be real.
The scalar singletσ and the neutral component of the doubletΦ in equation (4) can be shifted as follows

Table 1.Particle content and charge assignments of themodel.

Li ℓRi Φ η Ni σ

SU(2)L 2 1 2 2 1 1

U(1)Y −1/2 −1 1/2 1/2 0 0

U(1)L −1 −1 0 0 −1 2

2 + + + − − +

2
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( )s f= +
+

= +
+s Fv R I v R I

2

i

2
and

2

i

2
, 51 1 0 2 2

where va (with a=σ,Φ) are the vacuumexpectation values and vΦ=246 GeV;Rj and Ij (with j=1, 2)
represent theCP-even andCP-odd parts of thefields.

2.1.Mass spectrum
Computing the second derivatives of the scalar potential in equation (4) and evaluating them at theminimumof
the potential, one gets the CP-even andCP-oddmassmatrices,M2

R andM
2
I respectively. There are twoCP-odd

massless fields, one of them corresponds to the longitudinal component of theZ boson and the other one is a
physical Nambu–Goldstone boson resulting from the spontaneous breaking of theU(1)L symmetry, the
Majoron J [19, 11]. Hence,

( )º ºJ I G I, . 61
0

2

For theCP-even part, one can define the twomass eigenstates hi through the rotationmatrixOR as follows,

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( ) ( )a a

a a
= º

-
h
h

O
R
R

R
R
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sin cos

. 7R
1

2

1

2

1

2

The angleα is interpreted as the doublet-singletmixing angle. Then, we have that

( ) ( )=O M O m mdiag , , 8R R R
T

h h
2 2 2

1 2

whereMR
2 is the squaredCP-evenmassmatrix whose eigenvalues are given by,

( ) ( ) ( )( ) l l l l l= + + -s s sF F Fm v v v v v v , 9h h,
2

1
2

6
2

7
2 2 2

1
2

6
2 2

1 2

where the ‘−’ (‘+’) sign corresponds to h1 (h2). Notice that one of these scalar has to be associated to the SM
Higgs bosonwith a 125.09 GeVmass [26]. Furthermore, themasses of the CP-even andCP-odd components of
the inert doublet, η, turn out to be

( )( ) m
l l l l

= + +
+ 

h h s Fm v v
2 2

. 10,
2

2
2 8 2 3 4 5 2

R I

Themass of the charged scalar field is given by,

( )m
l l

= + +
h sFm v v

2 2
. 112

2
2 3 2 8 2

Notice that themasses of the CP-even andCP-oddfields satisfy the relation ( )l = -h hFv m m5
2 2 2

R I
.

As it wasmentioned before, neutrinomasses are generated dynamically like the rest of the SM fermions.
That is, theMajoranamasses ofNi aswell as the light neutrinos arise after the spontaneous breaking of the global
U(1)L symmetry. From equation (2) follows that themassmatrix for theNifields is given by

( ) ( )= sm Y v2 . 12N ij ij
N

The one-loop neutrinomass generation is depicted infigure 1. After the electroweak symmetry breaking one
gets that the light neutrinomassmatrix is given by the following expression [14, 18]

Figure 1.One-loop Feynman diagram for neutrinomass generation.

3
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3. Summary of constraints

Before analyzing the sensitivities of the experimental searches forWIMPs, wefirst discuss the theoretical and
experimental restrictions that are implemented in our analysis.

3.1. Boundedness conditions
In order to ensure that the theory is perturbative the quartic couplings in the scalar potential, equation (4), as
well as the Yukawa couplings in equation (2) are limited to be [27],

ℓ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )l p n= ¼ = =Y i j k a N, 4 with 1, , 8; , 1, 2, 3 and , , . 14i jk
a 2

Furthermore, the consistency requirements of the scalar potential demand that the dimensionless parameters in
equation (4) have to fulfill the following conditions [28],

∣ ∣ ( )
l l l l l l

l l l l l l l l l l l

-

+ - -

 
  

, , 0, 2 ,

4 , 4 and 2 . 15

1 2 6 3 1 2

1 6 7
2

2 6 8
2

3 4 5 1 2

From the last relations it is guaranteed that the scalar potential is bounded frombelow.

3.2. Searches of newphysics
Aswe described in the previous section, there are 6 physical scalars in themodel: three CP-even hi (i=1, 2) and
ηR; twoCP-odd ηI and theMajoron J; and a charged scalar η±. Therefore, one has to impose the constraints on
the scalarmasses coming from the LEP results [29] and the latest reports from the LHCon theHiggs properties
[30]. Notice that the invisibleHiggs decay channel is always present, namely theHiggs decay intoMajorons
h→JJ, where in our case the SMHiggs hwill be identifiedwith either h1 or h2. Then, this decaymode coexists
with theHiggs decay into the fermion darkmatter,N1, when it is kinematically allowed, i.e. h→N1N1 when

<m m 2N h1
. Therefore, we consider [30]

( ) ( )º  < hBR invisible 0.28 at 95% C.L. 16inv

On the other hand, the LEP collaboration studies on the invisible decays ofW±andZ0 gauge bosons [29] provide
bounds on themasses of the inert scalars ηR(ηI) and η

±. From these searches, the following conditionsmust be
fulfilled [31]

( )
( )

+ > > + >h h h h h m m m m m m m m, 2 and . 17Z Z WR I R I,

The LEP reports also established disallowedmass regions for themass splitting given by,

( )- > < <h h h hm m m m8 GeV if 80 GeV and 100 GeV, 18
I R R I

and >hm 80 GeV.
Finally, it is important tomention that the oblique parameters S,T andU are also sensitive to new physics

[32, 33]. Then, it has to be considered that values of these parameters in themodel lie within the following
regions [30].

( )=  =  = S T U0.02 0.10, 0.07 0.12 and 0.0 0.09. 19

3.3.Darkmatter searches
The abundance ofDM in theUniverse, given in terms of the cosmological abundance parameter, equation (1),
provides restrictions on the parameter space ofDMmodels. Furthermore, there exist constraints coming from
searches of DMby experiments using (in)direct detection techniques. The direct darkmatter detection
experiments have set bounds, for DMmasses above 6 GeV, on the darkmatter-nucleon spin-independent
scattering cross section. Themost stringent bounds are set by theXENON1T experiment, that isσSI
4.1×10−47 cm2 for aDMmass of 30 GeV at 90%C.L. [34]. On the other hand, the astronomical gamma ray
observations constrain the velocity averaged cross section of darkmatter annihilation into gamma rays sá ñgv .
The Fermi-LAT satellite has performed this indirect DM search and constraint the cross section to be
sá ñg - -v 10 cm s29 3 1 [35]. Notice that there are promising searches using neutrino telescopes like IceCube
[36], Antares [37], andKM3Net [38]. Limits on the annihilation cross section for the typicalWIMPmass range
are not as competitive as other limits obtainedwith other astroparticlemessengers. In additon, neutrinos are

4
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used to set bounds on spin-dependent direct dectection cross section infered from the capture and annihilation
ofDM in the Sun [39, 40]. The tightest limits are atmDM;500 GeVwithσSD 10−40 cm2.

3.4. Neutrino oscillation parameters
The neutrinomasses are obtained after diagonalisation of themassmatrix given in equation (13). The relation
betweenMν and the diagonalmassmatrix is given by,

( ) ( )†=n n n n n nM U m m m Udiag , , , 201 2 3
*

where nm
i
are the neutrinomasses. Herewe are not assuming aflavor-diagonalmassmatrix for chaged leptons.

Therefore, the leptonmixingmatrix is difined as ( )ℓ
† q q q dº =nU U U U , , ,L L 12 13 23 CP , where θij are themixing

angles and δCP corresponds to theDiracCP-violating phase.Uν andUℓare thematrices that diagonalise the
neutrino and charged lepton squaremassmatrices †

n nM M and ℓ ℓ
†M M respectively. The leptonmixing angles θij

are determined by neutrino oscillation experiments. Fromglobalfits of neutrino oscillation parameters [4] (for
otherfits of neutrino oscillation parameters we refer the reader to [5, 6]) the bestfit values and the 1σ intervals
for a normal neutrinomass ordering (NO) are

∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( )q q q d

D = ´ D =  ´

 =  =  =  =
-
+ - -

-
+

-
+

-
+

-
+

m m7.55 10 eV , 2.50 0.03 10 eV ,

34.5 , 8.45 , 47.7 , and 218 . 21
sol
2

0.16
0.20 5 2

atm
2 3 2

12 1.0
1.2

13 0.14
0.16

23 1.7
1.2

CP 27
38

4.Numerical analysis

Wehavementioned that the nature of theDMcandidate in thismodel could be either fermionic or scalar. This is
the lightest particle with odd charge under the 2 symmetry and running in the neutrinomass generation loop
as shown infigure 1.

In our studywewill focus in the case inwhich theDM is the lightestMajorana particle6 , i.e.N1. Therefore, in
this case theDMannihilates via the t- and s-channel infigure 2 . The former ismediated by aMajorana fermion
Ni and by the inert scalars. It has been shown that the bounds on lepton flavor violation (LFV) processes, e.g.
μ→eγ, demand small neutrino Yukawas (namely,Y ν=1) and hence the t-channelmediated by the inert
scalars becomes suppressed inducingDMoverabundance [41, 42]. However, we show that we can keep
suppressed the inert scalarmediated t-channel and thanks to the s-channelmediated by the singletσ it is possible
to account for the right amount ofDMrelic abundance. As a result, it is crucial to have a non-vanishingmixing

Figure 2. Feynman diagrams for the annihilation channels of the fermion darkmatter in themodel. On the left annihilation into SM
particles. On the right annihilation intoMajorons and higgses.

6
In [41–43] has bee analyzed the situationwhere theDM is theMajorana fermionwithin the simplest scotogenicmodel. Note that the case

inwhich theDM is the neutral component of the inert doublet η is similar to the studies for inert doubletmodel [44].

5
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angle betweenCP-even parts of theHiggs doubletΦ and the iso-singletσ, equation (7), and in agreementwith
current experimental data.

For the numerical analysis we have used theMicrOMEGAS [45] and performed a scan over all free
parameters of themodel. For the dimensionless parameters in the scalar sector we took the following intervals:

∣ ∣ ( )l-
¼ 10 1, 226

2, ,8

and l1being determined by the SMHiggsmass.We are taking h1 as the SMHiggs then =m 125 GeVh1
. On the

other hand, we are varying themass of h2 within the range [ ]Îm 20, 2000h2
GeV.Notice that we are taking

masses below 125GeVwhich is in perfect agreement with both the LHCand LEP constraints as long as the
doublet-singletmixing given by asin in equation (7) is less than 20% [23].

For themasses of the inert scalars we considered the following ranges,

[ ] [ ] ( )Î Îh hm m110, 5000 GeV, 135, 5000 GeV, 23
R

andmass of the CP-odd part ηI is determined by using the relation ( )l = -h hFv m m5
2 2 2

R I
. For the lepton number

breaking scale, namely the singlet’s vev vσ, we have used [ ]Îsv 500, 10000 GeV. Bear inmind that this vev
provides themass of the heavyMajorana fermions,Ni, whosemasses (taken to be diagonal) are varied in the
following ranges,

[ ] [ ] ( )Î Îm m8, 1000 GeV and 100, 5000 GeV. 24N N1 2,3

SinceN1
7 is theDMcandidate of the theorywe have to impose ( ) ( )

< < h 
m m mN N R I1 2,3 , ,

8. The above
considerations aremade in such away that they all satisfy the theoretical and experimental constraints described
in section 3.We computed the value of the S andT parameters using the expressions given in [46, 47], taking
U=0 [30] and keeping those solutions that are in agreement with the bounds given in equation (19). It is worth
tomention that we considered only S andTwithin the 90% level shown infigure (10.6) from [30]. In addition,
we calculated the light neutrinomasses feeding the neutrinomass expression given in equation (13) and assumed
normal ordering for neutrinomasses9 .Then, we took as valid only the points that satisfy the best fit values from
the globalfit of neutrino oscillation parameters10 [4].

Our last requirement is that the annihilation cross section of the fermionDMcandidate intoMajorons (see
figure 2) is subdominant at themoment of the freeze-out in order to guarantee detectability inDMdirect
detection experiments and to avoid direct detection cross sections in regions far below the neutrinofloor.

4.1. Viable darkmattermass regions
Following the considerations that we stated previously, we show infigure 3 the nucleon-darkmatter spin-
independent cross sectionσSI as a function of the fermionDMmass, mN1

. From the numerical analysis we have

Figure 3. —sDark matter mass SI plane showing the solutions in themodel that satisfy all theoretical and experimental constraints
given in section 3. The latest bound on direct darkmatter detection is set by the XENON1T experiment [34] (top shaded area). The
dashed lines represent the expected sensitivities in forthcoming experimental searches such as XENONnT [49], LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ)
[50], DarkSide 20k [51], DARWIN [52] and PandaX-4T [53].

7
There are regions of the parameter space for <M 8 GeVN1 but those are below the neutrino floor.

8
Wediscard contributions to theDMabundance produced by co-annihilation processes, i.e. ( ) m m1.1N N2,3 1.

9
For simplicity, we have assumed that the YukawamatricesY ν andYN are real and diagonal. Following this assumption, the Yukawamatrix

for charge lepton is non-diagonal (such that, ℓ ℓ
† †= =nU U U UL ) in order tofit neutrino oscillation experimental data in equation (20).

10
The sumof neutrinomasses was restricted using the cosmological limit provided by Planck, namely å <nm 0.12eV [48, 13].

6
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found three different viablemass regions for a fermionDMcandidatewithin themodel.We refer as viable to
those solutions that fulfill the theoretical and experimental bounds given in section 3. These are:

• the lowmass region, with an approximateDMmass range  m8 GeV 20 GeVN1
and ¯bb as dominant

annihilation channel;

• the resonant region, where m m 2N h1
(withmh=125.09 GeV); and

• the highmass region, forDMmasses above 80 GeVwhere the fermionDMannihilates efficiently into the gauge
bosons, i.e.N1N1→VVwithV=(Z,W).

In all these domains, theDMannihilation intoMajorons ( )N N JJ1 1 at themoment of the freeze-out is always
below 10%.The latest bound coming fromdirect detection searches of darkmatter particles is set theXENON1T
experiment [34] and is defined by the top shaded area infigure 3. The dark red points showed in the s-mN SI1

plane account for 100%of theDMrelic abundancewhile the solutions in purple and pink correspond only to a
fraction of theDMabundance. Notice that in the highmass region it ismost likely a fermionDMwith amass
around 500GeV accounting for thewhole amount ofDM in theUniverse. There are few points around

~m 10 GeVN1
and ~m 100 GeVN1

that could not be distinguished from the neutrinofloor background
(bottom shaded area). Figure 3 also displays the future sensitivities for darkmatter searches in direct detection
experiments such as XENONnT [49] and LUX-ZEPLIN [50], DarkSide-20k [51], DARWIN [52], and PandaX-
4T [53]. For completeness we provide three benchmarks in appendix appendixwithin eachmass neighborhood
and their corresponding outputs.

Figure 4 shows the predictions for the velocity averaged cross section of darkmatter annihilation into
gamma rays sá ñgv as function of darkmattermass mN1

.We have found that the annihilation cross section of
darkmatter into gamma rays is up to two ordersmagnitude below the limit set by Fermi-LAT satellite results
[35] on the indirectDM search (cyan dashed line infigure 4). This is the case for fermionDMwith amass inside
the lowmass region. One can see that there are solutions in the highmass region that are ruled out by observations.
In particular, the indirect search ofDMexcludes some points where the fermionDMrepresent only a fraction of
theDMrelic abundance. As before, all points satisfy the theoretical and experimental constraints listed in
section 3 and the dark red points correspond to the solutions that account for thewhole amount ofDM in the
Universe. The lighter (purple and pink) colorswould require the existence of otherDMcandidates to explain
observations, equation (1).

5. Conclusions

In this workwe have studied the scotogenicmodel with spontaneous breaking of lepton number.We have
shown that it is possible to account for thewhole amount ofDMrelic density thanks to the scalar singlet used to
break lepton numberwhichmixes with theCP-even part of the SMHiggs doublet. Notice that this DM
annihilation portal is absent in the simplest version of the scotogenicmodel, where lepton number is explicitly
broken by theMajoranamass term,NiNi. In our analysis the LFV processes are suppressed because the neutrino
Yukawas are kept small, then experimental constraints are naturally respected.We present a numerical analysis

Figure 4.Predictions for the velocity averaged cross section of darkmatter annihilation into gamma rays sá ñgv as function of the dark
mattermass mN1. The dashed line represent the limit set by Fermi-LAT satellite results [35].

7
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of the parameter space of themodel and the predictions for the nucleon-darkmatter spin-independent cross
sectionσSI.We show that there are three differentDMmass regions that can explain theDMrelic abundance,
satisfy current experimental constraints as well as the limits onσSI reportedXENON1T.We also included the
future sensitivities of experiments that are devoted to search for the direct darkmatter detection.
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AppendixA. Benchmarks

Herewe present three benchmarks (BM1, BM2, BM3) corresponding to the differentmass regions described in
section 4.1where the fermionDMsatisfy all experimental and theoretical constraints summarized in section 3,
see tables A1 andA2. Additionally, these representative points are such that theDMparticleN1 constitute 100%
of the relic abundance in theUniverse, see table A3.

The values for the dimensionless parameters in the Lagrangian as well as the dimensionful parameters in the
scalar potential are shown in table A1.Notice that the neutrino Yukawas nYi (with i=1, 2, 3) are small and as a
result LFVprocesses are suppressed.We include as example in table A2 the branching fractions ofμ→eγ for
each benchmark.

Finally, table A3 shows themainDMannihilation channels in themodel and prediction in theDMsector.
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TableA1.The values for the dimensionful parameters are shown on the top table. The values for the dimensionless parameters in the scalar sector and the neutrino sector are also given.

mN1(GeV) mN2(GeV) mN3(GeV) hm
R
(GeV) hm

I
(GeV) hm (GeV) mh2(GeV) vσ (TeV) m2

2 (GeV2)

BM1 10 119 316 520 536 486 20.7 10.4 2.1×105

BM2 59.1 184 410 666 675 645 149 1.08 4.60×105

BM3 707 924 940 1132 1119 1119 1498 5.80 6.98×106

asin λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5 λ6 λ8

BM1 1.31×10−1 1.27×10−1 8.93×10−1 −6.7×10−1 1.4 −2.82×10−1 3.17×10−6 8.19×10−4

BM2 1.57×10−1 1.30×10−1 1 −1.4×10−1 1.1 −1.99×10−1 9.35×10−3 −6.76×10−2

BM3 1.63×10−1 9.23×10−1 1.63 1.63 6.47×10−1 −3.40×10−1 3.24×10−2 −1.48×10−1

YN
1 YN

2 YN
3

nY1
nY2

nY3

BM1 6.78×10−4 8.04×10−3 2.14×10−2 −1.61×10−4 −4.99×10−5 −4.18×10−5

BM2 3.86×10−2 1.20×10−1 2.68×10−1 −3.22×10−5 −2.75×10−5 −4.70×10−5

BM3 8.61×10−2 1.12×10−1 1.14×10−1 −6.33×10−6 −8.88×10−5 −3.17×10−5
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TableA2.The top table shows that (BM1, BM2, BM3) satisfy current experimental constraints in theHiggs sector. The bottomone is used to illustrate how these solutions are in agreementwith the bounds coming fromLFVprocesses as
well as the electroweak precision tests.

inv BR(h2→ JJ) BR(h2→h1h1) Γ(h1) (MeV)

BM1 3.5×10−2 9.8×10−2 L 3.9

BM2 9.7×10−2 9.2×10−1 L 4.2

BM3 4×10−3 1.6×10−2 2.3×10−1 3.8

BR(μ→eγ) S T

BM1 4.9×10−23 4.3×10−3 3.0×10−3

BM2 6.8×10−28 2.7×10−4 3.2×10−3

BM3 3.8×10−28 6.9×10−4 3.2×10−3
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TableA3.MainDMannihilation channels in themodel.

BR ( ¯N N bb1 1 ) BR(N1N1→ JJ) BR(N1N1→ h2h2) BR(N1N1→ZZ)

BM1 7.8×10−1 9.8×10−2 L L

BM2 5.9×10−1 9.9×10−2 L 2.34×10−2

BM3 1.4×10−5 1.4×10−2 L 2.37×10−1

(  + -BR N N W W1 1 ) σSI (pb) sá ñgv Ωc h
2

BM1 L 9.4×10−12 1.7×10−34 1.21×10−1

BM2 2×10−1 3.4×10−12 1.0×10−32 1.20×10−1

BM3 4.7×10−1 2.2×10−10 4.5×10−29 1.19×10−1
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